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The Amazing Benefits of Tree’s
By: Olivia C.

There are so many benefits of a tree they do so many things for the earth. They
are also very very important. But it’s not just the Earth there are also so many amazing
and important things that tree’s do for us too. I think that trees are very important to us
and we are very lucky to have them in this world. Also One benefit of a tree is they
provide us oxygen, they can provide shelter to animals and insects or bugs, and most of
all they provide nice shade. This shows that there are very many amazing benefits of
trees.
One reason that trees are very important and have many benefits is because
they provide us oxygen. For instance, one day I was thinking about trees and all that
they do for us, and I noticed that they do so much but I said to myself, “Trees are a big
part of life. But mostly they provide oxygen. We wouldn’t be able to survive without
them. We are really lucky to have trees. That is one amazing benefit of tree’s.” Trees
help us live and they are a huge part of life because they are so important. Also another
example is, a quote I found is, “Plants can survive without humans. But humans cannot
survive without plants.”I think that this quote means that if plants were not here we
would not be here. But if we were not here and plants were, they can live without us.
But this says that we should be really grateful for trees because they are very very
important and they help us live. Last of all an example is, according to trees.org, “Trees
give us oxygen and the clean dioxide out of the air we breathe. Without trees, life could
not continue. Trees have also proved to remove airborne particles from the air.” This
shows that Trees are really important to the earth. Trees are very, very important
because they really help us do a lot of things but mostly they help us live by giving us
oxygen. Trees are important because they help us breathe!
Another reason that trees are very important is because they provide animals
and insects shelter. For instance, Imagine all of those little animals. Where do they all
live? Some live in caves, nests, or water. But some live in trees too. That's why trees
are so important. They give a place for animals to live. They're mostly important
because think about if somebody didn’t have a safe place to stay. Don’t you or
Wouldn’t you feel bad . What if an animal didn’t have a safe place. I’m sure you would
feel bad for that animal too. But a tree would do a lot for that animal. Another example
is, a quote I found from Sloganshub.org is, “ Save tree, Save shelter for animals.” I
think that this means that if you save a tree you save an animal. I think that because If
you Save a nice tree then you're not just saving that tree but you are also saving an
animal by giving one a home. The last example is, they provide shelter for animals

when an animal is lost and has no family to find and it needs a shelter, they provide
shelter for animals when a big storm has happened and the animal has no home
because the home got destroyed, But if a tree is still there an animal can stay there,
most of all they provide a shelter for animals when an animal has gotten abandoned
from it’s own family so it needs a home.
Most of all, tree’s are very important because they provide nice shade. Imagine if
you didn’t have any trees in the world. There would be no shade during the day. It would
be like the whole earth was a dessert in the summer. You want to have a picnic outside
but there just isn’t shade. I am not going to sit inside, and you don’t want to have a
picnic on a cloudy day. You just want a tree to sit under. Well without those tree’s there
would not be shade for a picnic under a tree. This proves that trees are very important
because a nice picnic under a tree is really nice. Another piece of evidence is,
according to greenley.co(the importance of trees), “Shade from trees helps to slow
water evaporation from dry lawns.Trees reduce runoff into storm drains (which lead to
rivers, bays and the ocean) by allowing rainfall to run down the tree and into the ground
instead.'' That is really important and how much those trees help slow water evaporation
is really important. The Last example that trees provide shade is, they provide shade by
slowing down the water evaporation from dry lawns, they provide shade by letting
people have a nice day with cooling off while having a nice picnic under aa amazing
shady tree, and most of all they provide shade by also according to 8billiontrees.com,
“They create micro climates.Cooling down hot places as well as providing shade for
people and animals.” This all proves that trees are very important because they provide
shade in so many different ways.
All in all, trees are very important because they provide shade, they provide
shelter for animals, and most of all, they provide oxygen. They provide shade when you
want to have a nice picnic under a tree with shade. They provide shelter for animals
when an animal is lost and needs a home. And most of all, they provide us
oxygen.Trees are very very important. You should think about all the things that they do
for us. We should all be very grateful for trees because they are so amazing and
important.

